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Q# VarName CN5-CS 

 

000a STREET  

000b BLOCK  

000c HOUSEHOL

D 

 

000d INDIVID  

000e INTVWR  

000f RESPNAME  

000g DE31710  

000h DATE  

000i BI31606  

001 BI31607 Interviewer Note: The text of two response options in each question is blanked out except for the code of 8 or 88 for Refused, 9 

or 99 for Don’t Know.  Please do not read these options to participants. 

  CIGARETTES -- SMOKING HISTORY & FREQUENCY 

002 FR31211 Do you now smoke every day or some days? 

1   Every day 

2   Not every day 

If response=1, go to 003a/FR216. 

If response=2, go to 003b/FR226. 

003a FR31216 Ask daily smokers. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each day, including both factory-made and hand-rolled cigarettes? 

  

__________ 

003b FR31226 Ask non-daily smokers. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each week, including both factory-made and hand-rolled cigarettes? 

  

__________ 

004 FR31326 Do you smoke factory-made cigarettes, roll-your-own cigarettes, or both? 

1   Only factory-made cigarettes 

2   Only roll-your-own cigarettes 

3   Both 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 
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If response=3, go to 005/FR329. 

Otherwise, go to 006/LM211. 

005 FR31329 Which do you smoke more, factory-made cigarettes or roll-your-own cigarettes? 

1   Factory-made cigarettes 

2   Roll-your-own cigarettes 

3   About the same 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

  SMOKING BEHAVIOUR AND DEPENDENCE 

006 LM31211 Have you ever tried light, mild or low-tar cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

007 LM31701 Have you ever tried menthol cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

008 SB31012 How soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1   <=5 min 

2   6-30 min 

3   31-60 min 

4   61+ min 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Not Sure   (Don't read) 

009 SB31031 Do you consider yourself addicted to cigarettes? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   Somewhat 

4   A lot 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

010 SB31041 How hard is it to go without smoking for a whole day? 

1   Not at all hard 

2   A little hard 

3   Somewhat hard 

4   Extremely hard 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 
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011a SB31203 The following questions ask you about how often you've had certain thoughts in the last 30 days. 

Smoking is enjoyable 

1   Never 

2   Occasionally 

3   Often 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

011b SB31205 Smoking might harm your health 

011c SB31207 Smoking might harm others' health 

011d SB31210 Seriously consider quitting 

011e SB31211 Consider the financial cost of smoking 

012 SB31221 In the last 30 days, have you butted out a cigarette before you finished it because you thought about the harm of smoking 

to your health? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

  QUITTING ATTEMPTS 

013 QA31108 

(Prev. 

QA31106) 

Since we last talked to you, how many times have you tried to quit smoking? 

1   None 

2   Once 

3   2-5 times 

4   6-10 times 

5   More than 10 times 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 016/QA625. 

014 QA31231 Since we last talked to you, how long ago did your most recent quit attempt fail? 

1   Less than 1 month 

2   1-3 months 

3   4-6 months 

4   7-12 months 

5   13 months to 3 years 

6   More than 3 years 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

015 QA31235 How long did you stay quit? 

1   Less than 1 month 

2   1-3 months 
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3 4-6 months

4 7-12 months

5 13 months to 3 years

6 More than 3 years

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

016 QA31625 In the last 30 days, were there any occasions when you decided to make a quit attempt, but did not go through with it for 

some reason? 

1  Yes 

2  No 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

CIGARETTES -- BELIEFS ABOUT QUITTING 

017 BQ31111 Interviewer Note: Respondent does not need to be intending to quit to respond. Emphasize “IF” in wording. 

If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 

1  Not at all sure 

2  Somewhat sure 

3  Very sure 

4  Extremely sure 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

018 BQ31141 Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 

1  Within the next month 

2  Within the next 6 months 

3  Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 

4  Not planning to quit 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

If response=2-9, go to 020a/BQ201. 

019 BQ31146 Have you set a firm date? 

1  Yes 

2  No 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

020a BQ31201 In the past 6 months, to what extent have each of the following things led you to think about quitting? To what extent? 

Concern for/worry about your personal health? 

1  Not at all 

2  A little 

3  Very much 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 
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9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

020b BQ31203 The effect of cigarette smoke on non-smokers? 

020c BQ31207 Chinese society’s disapproval of smoking? 

020d BQ31204 

(Prev. 

BQ31209) 

Economic reasons? 

020e BQ31212 

(Prev. 

BQ31211) 

Smoking restrictions in public and work places? 

020f BQ31225 Advertisements or campaign information about the health risks of smoking? 

020g BQ31227 Health warning labels on cigarette packages? 

020h BQ31229 Setting an example for children? 

020i BQ31218 

(Prev. 

BQ31215) 

Your family's disapproval of smoking? 

020j BQ31237 Feeling sick due to smoking? 

021 BQ31301 How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to quit smoking permanently in the next 

6 months? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   Very much 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

  CIGARETTE BRAND CHOICE & PURCHASE 

022a BR31201 

(Prev. 

BR31301) 

Interviewer Note: Please choose only one brand. Ask for brand family (e.g. Baisha), AND brand variety (e.g. light) as instructed 

on card. If possible, ask to see the package and copy all information from the package (i.e. brand, variety). 

In the last 30 days, what brand of cigarettes did you smoke more than any other? 

The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, what was the brand family? 

97   Other (Domestic) 

98   Other (Foreign) 

99   Roll-your-owns 

If response=99, go to 031/BR502. 

022b BR31201o 

(Prev. 

BR31301o) 

Ask if 022a/BR201=97. 

Record unlisted brand family, if domestic. 

  

______________________________ 

022c BR31202o 

(Prev. 

Ask if 022a/BR201=98. 

Record unlisted brand family, if foreign. 
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BR31302o) 

______________________________ 

023a BR31203 

(Prev. 

BR31303) 

Interviewer Note: Please choose only one brand. Ask for brand family (e.g. Baisha), AND brand variety (e.g. light) as instructed 

on card. If possible, ask to see the package and copy all information from the package (i.e. brand, variety). 

In the last 30 days, what brand of cigarettes did you smoke more than any other? 

What is the brand variety? 

97  Other (Domestic) 

98  Other (Foreign) 

023b BR31203o 

(Prev. 

BR31303o) 

Record unlisted brand variety, if domestic. 

______________________________ 

023c BR31204o 

(Prev. 

BR31304o) 

Record unlisted brand variety, if foreign. 

______________________________ 

024 BR31307o On the line provided, please specify the special favour.  If there is no special flavour,  select 1. 

What is the flavor (eg menthol, chocolate, strawberry)? 

________________________ 

1  No special flavor 

025 BR31314 With or without authenticity label? 

1  With 

2  Without 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

026 BR31342 Number of cigarettes in one pack? 

1  20 sticks 

2  Other (specify): _____ [sticks] 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

027 BR31316 Enter bar code of product. 

028 BR31405 What is the tar level of the brand, in mg? (Refer to the brand and variety in 022a/BR201) 

__________ 

88  Refused  (Don't read) 

99  Don't know  (Don't read) 

029a BR31318 What is the predominant background colour of the pack? 

1  Red 

2  Green 

3  White 

4  Blue 
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5   Yellow 

6   Black 

7   Other (specify below) 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

Interviewer note:  If the pack has more than one dominant colour, choose the colour that differentiates this variety from other 

varieties with the same brand name (e.g. light vs menthol). 

029b BR31318o Specify other _________________________________________. 

030 BR31317 For interviewer:  Where did you get the above information about the brand? 

1   From the pack 

2   From the subject 

031 BR31502 Interviewer note: Read out the full brand name they gave in 022a/BR201. 

About how long have you been smoking (the brand and variety in 022a/BR201)? 

1   <1 year 

2   1-3 years 

3   4-5 years 

4   6-10 years 

5   more than 10 years 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

032a BR31636 

(Prev. 

BR31611) 

In choosing [brand and variety in 022a/BR201], was part of your decision to smoke this brand based on any of the following . . . 

The taste. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Not Sure   (Don't read) 

032b BR31616 

(Prev. 

BR31613) 

This brand is less harmful to your health. 

032c BR31626 

(Prev. 

BR31614) 

Affordable price. 

032d BR31618 High quality. 

032e BR31615 Received as a gift. 

032f BR31622 

(Prev. 

BR31616) 

The design of the pack. 

033 BR31659 Do you currently smoke any other brands or brand varieties? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   DK/ cannot say   (Don't read) 
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If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 038/BR340. 

034 BR31660 How often do you smoke a SECOND brand? 

1   Every day 

2   Every week 

3   Every month 

4   Less than every month 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

035a BR31261 

(Prev. 

BR31661) 

The second brand is the brand that you smoke most often after your first brand. 

What is the brand family of your second brand? 

97   Other (Domestic) 

98   Other (Foreign) 

99   Roll-your-owns 

If response=99, go to 037a/BR651. 

035b BR31261o 

(Prev. 

BR31661o) 

Record unlisted brand family, if domestic. 

  

______________________________ 

035c BR31262o 

(Prev. 

BR31662o) 

Record unlisted brand family, if foreign. 

  

______________________________ 

036a BR31263 

(Prev. 

BR31663) 

What is the brand variety of your second brand? 

97   Other (Domestic) 

98   Other (Foreign) 

036b BR31263o 

(Prev. 

BR31663o) 

Record unlisted brand variety, if domestic. 

  

______________________________ 

036c BR31264o 

(Prev. 

BR31664o) 

Record unlisted brand variety, if foreign. 

  

______________________________ 

037a BR31651 

(Prev. 

BR31631) 

We would like to find out why you smoke this second brand.  Please tell us whether each of these reasons is one of your 

reasons why you smoke this second brand. 

The taste. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Not Sure   (Don't read) 

037b BR31653 

(Prev. 

BR31633) 

This brand is less harmful to your health. 

037c BR31654 

(Prev. 

Affordable price. 
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BR31634) 

037d BR31658 

(Prev. 

BR31638) 

High quality. 

037e BR31655 

(Prev. 

BR31635) 

Received as a gift. 

037f BR31656 

(Prev. 

BR31636) 

The design of the pack. 

038 BR31340 

(Prev. 

BR31327) 

Is either your first or second brand a menthol cigarette? 

1   Yes, first brand 

2   Yes, second brand 

3   Yes, both brands 

4   No, neither brand 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

039 BR31401 Interviewer note: If respondent's response includes any of the following ‘light, mild or low tar, please select 1–Yes 

Would you describe the cigarette you currently smoke as light, mild or low tar? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

  PRICES, TAXATION, AND SOURCES OF TOBACCO 

040a SO31211 Interviewer Note: Don’t read checklist, but can give examples. Select only one response. 

Where did you get the last cigarettes for yourself? 

01   From a street vendor 

02   Local stores, convenience stores or gas stations 

03   Hypermarket or supermarket 

04   From bar, entertainment outlets  -- bars, cafeterias, or tea bars 

05   From a restaurant 

06   From a hotel, inn 

07   Duty-free shop 

08   Outside the country 

09   Military stores 

10   On the Internet 

11   From vending machines 

12   From a public transportation vehicle  -- a train or a ship 

13   From a smoke shop 

14   Other place 
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15   Gifts from others 

16   For the last 12 months I didn't buy cigarettes for myself 

88   Refused   (Don't read) 

99   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=14, go to 040b/SO211o. 

If response=16, 88 or 99, go to 059/LM109. 

040b SO31211o 

(Prev. 

SO31212o) 

Where else did you last buy cigarettes for yourself? 

  

__________________________________________________ 

041 BR31702 Interviewer note: Roll-your-owns, go to 048/SO501. 

When you last bought cigarettes or tobacco, did you buy your first brand, your second brand, or some other brand? 

1   First brand -- that is, [first brand] 

2   Second brand -- that is, [second brand] 

3   Some other brand 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=1 or 2, go to 044/PU201. 

042a BR31271 

(Prev. 

BR31711) 

The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, what was the brand family? 

97   Other brands 

98   Foreign brands 

99   Roll-your-owns 

If response=99, then go to 048/SO501. 

042b BR31271o 

(Prev. 

BR31711o) 

Ask if 042a/BR271=97. 

Record unlisted brand family, if domestic. 

  

______________________________ 

042c BR31272o 

(Prev. 

BR31712o) 

Ask if 042a/BR271=98. 

Record unlisted brand family, if foreign. 

  

______________________________ 

043a BR31273 

(Prev. 

BR31713) 

What variety did you buy? 

97   Other (Domestic) 

98   Other (Foreign) 

043b BR31273o 

(Prev. 

BR31713o) 

Ask if 043a/BR273=97. 

Record unlisted brand variety, if domestic. 

  

______________________________ 

043c BR31274o 

(Prev. 

BR31714o) 

Ask if 043a/BR273=98. 

Record unlisted brand variety, if foreign. 

  

______________________________ 
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044 PU31201 The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, did you buy them by the carton, or by the pack? 

1  Carton 

2  Pack 

8   Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

Interviewer note:  We are trying to find out how much the participant pays by the unit that they buy in.  Some may answer 

that they pay xx Yuan /pack or carton; some may buy multiple packs at once.  Just record what they say and we will do the 

calculations. 

If response=1, go to 045/PU211. 

If response=2, go to 046d/PU311. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 048/SO501. 

045 PU31211 The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, how many cartons did you buy? 

__________ 

88  Refused  (Don't read) 

99  Don't know  (Don't read) 

046a PU31241 How much did you pay for all cartons of cigarettes that you bought for yourself? 

8888  Refused  (Don't read) 

9999  Don't Know  (Don't read) 

[Number of Yuan] 

046b PU31222 Ask if 044/PU201=1. 

How many packs were in one carton? 

__________ 

88  Refused  (Don't read) 

99  Don't know  (Don't read) 

046c PU31227 How many cigarettes were in one pack? 

__________ 

Go to 048/SO501. 

046d PU31311 The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, how many packs of cigarettes did you buy? 

__________ 

047a PU31341 How much did you pay for all packs of cigarettes that you bought for yourself? 

__________  Yuan 

8888  Refused  (Don't read) 

9999  Don't Know  (Don't read) 

047b PU31322 Ask if 044/PU201=2. 
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How many cigarettes were in a pack? 

  

__________ 

 

88   Refused   (Don't read) 

99   Don't know   (Don't read) 

048 SO31501 The last time you bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF, did you make any special effort to get your cigarettes at a cheaper 

price? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

049 PU31701 In the last 30 days, have you ever purchased foreign cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8, or 9, go to 053/PU601. 

050 PU31703o In the last 30 days, what brand of foreign cigarettes did you purchase more than any other foreign brands? (Please list only 

one) 

  

__________________________________________________ 

051 PU31705 In the last 30 days, how many packs of [(050/PU703o) brand] have you purchased? 

  

__________ 

052 PU31707 On average, how much did you pay for each pack of [(050/PU703o) brand] you bought in the last 30 days? 

  

__________ 

053 PU31601 Interviewer Note: Read out response options. 

In the last 6 months, have you bought cigarettes that are less expensive than you can get from local stores because of the 

economic reason? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

054 PU31671 Have you ever bought or smoked a pack of cigarettes that actually contained counterfeit cigarettes? 

1   No, never 

2   Yes 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 
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If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 057/PU676. 

055 PU31672 In the past 12 months, how many times have you bought or smoked a pack of cigarettes that contained counterfeit 

cigarettes? 

  

____________times 

056 PU31674 The last time you bought or smoked a pack of cigarettes that contained counterfeit cigarettes, about how much of the pack 

was counterfeit? 

1   All of the pack 

2   About 3/4 of the pack was counterfeit 

3   About half of the pack was counterfeit 

4   About 1/4 of the pack was counterfeit 

5   One or two cigarettes was counterfeit 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

057 PU31676 Would you buy counterfeit cigarettes to save money on cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

058 PU31650 

(Prev. 

PU31621) 

In the last 6 months, have you spent money on cigarettes that you knew would otherwise be spent on household essentials 

like food? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

  LIGHT/MILD 

059 LM31109 Do you think that the brand you usually smoke might be a little less harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, 

compared to other cigarette brands? 

1   A little less harmful 

2   No different 

3   A little more harmful 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

060 LM31110 Please tell me your opinion on each of the following statements. 

The brand of cigarettes I usually smoke is smoother on my respiratory system than other cigarette brands. 

1   Strongly disagree 

2   Disagree 

3   Neither disagree nor agree 

4   Agree 

5   Strongly agree 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

061a LM31312 Please tell me your opinion on each of the following statements. 

Low tar cigarettes make it easier to quit smoking. 

1   Strongly disagree 

2   Disagree 

3   Neither disagree nor agree 

4   Agree 

5   Strongly agree 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

061b LM31332 Low tar cigarettes are smoother on the respiratory system than regular cigarettes. 

061c LM31322 Low tar cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 

061d LM31226 

(Prev. 

LM31225) 

Tar numbers appear on cigarette packages. Higher tar numbers mean that those smokers take in more tar. 

061e LM31315 Light cigarettes are less addictive than regular cigarettes. 

061f LM31311 Light cigarettes make it easier to quit smoking. 

061g LM31331 Light cigarettes are smoother on the respiratory system than regular cigarettes. 

061h LM31321 Light cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 

061i LM31705 Menthol cigarettes are smoother on the respiratory system than regular cigarettes. 

061j LM31703 Menthol cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 

061k LM31511 Higher grade cigarettes are higher in quality. 

061l LM31512 Higher grade cigarettes are less harmful than lower grade cigarettes. 

062a KN31431 Are each of the following statements true or false? 

Filters reduce the harmfulness of smoking. 

1   True 

2   False 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

062b KN31441 The nicotine in cigarettes is the chemical that causes most of the cancer. 

  GIFTING OF CIGARETTES 

063 SO31811 In the last 6 months, have you RECEIVED cigarettes as a gift from a family member or friend? If yes, how often? 

1   None 

2   Once 

3   2-5 times 

4   6-10 times 

5   More than 10 times 
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8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

064 SO31816 In the last 6 months, have you GIVEN cigarettes as a gift to a family member or a friend? If yes, how often? 

1  None 

2  Once 

3 2-5 times

4 6-10 times

5 More than 10 times

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

065 PS31245 Please tell me whether you agree with the following statement. 

Cigarettes are very good gifts for family or friends. 

1  Strongly disagree 

2  Disagree 

3  Neither disagree nor agree 

4  Agree 

5  Strongly agree 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH EFFECTS and TOBACCO CONSTITUENTS 

066a KN31221 I am going to read you a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by smoking cigarettes.  Do you think 

smoking causes . . . 

Stroke? 

1  Yes 

2  No 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

066b KN31241 Lung cancer in smokers? 

066c KN31243 Emphysema? 

066d KN31103 Premature ageing? 

066e KN31211 CHD? 

066f KN31256 Oral cancer? 

066g KN31231 Impotence in male smokers? 

066h KN31251 Lung cancer in non-smokers from secondhand smoke? 

066i KN31222 Secondhand smoke causes chronic respiratory diseases in non-smokers? 

066j KN31223 Secondhand smoke causes heart attacks in non-smokers? 

066k KN31235 

(Prev. 

Secondhand smoke causes pregnant women to miscarry or have underweight babies? 
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KN31245) 

067 HG31003 Interviewer Note: Say this to respondent — “Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions. We 

appreciate your cooperation.” 

WARNING LABELS 

068 WL31201 In the last 30 days, how often have you NOTICED the health warnings on cigarette packages? 

1  Never 

2  Once in a while 

3  Often 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 072/WL411. 

069 WL31211 In the last 30 days, how often, have you carefully read the health warnings on cigarette packages? 

1  Never 

2  Once in a while 

3  Often 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

070 WL31221 In the last 30 days, how many times have the warning labels stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to 

smoke one? 

1  Never 

2  Once 

3  A few times 

4  Many times 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

071 WL31310 In the last 30 days, have you made any conscious effort to avoid the warning labels? 

1  Yes 

2  No 

3  Don't care health warning  (Don't read) 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't Know  (Don't read) 

072 WL31411 To what extent do the health warnings on cigarette packs make you think about the harm of smoking to health? 

1  Not at all 

2  A little 

3  A lot 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

073 WL31421 To what extent do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to quit smoking? 

1  Not at all 

2  A little 
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3   A lot 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

074 WL31425 Interviewer Note: Show manikin card 1 

Do health warnings make you alarmed? To what extent? 

1   Very alarmed 

2   Somewhat alarmed 

3   Neither alarmed nor calm 

4   Somewhat calm 

5   Very calm 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

075 WL31424 Interviewer Note: Show manikin card 2 

Do the health warnings make you feel unpleasant? To what extent? 

1   Very unpleasant 

2   Somewhat unpleasant 

3   Neither unpleasant nor pleasant 

4   Somewhat pleasant 

5   Very pleasant 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

076 WL31428 

(Prev. 

WL31426) 

Do you think the health warnings are believable? To what extent? 

1   Extremely believable 

2   Very believable 

3   Somewhat believable 

4   A little believable 

5   Not at all believable 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

077 WL31429 

(Prev. 

WL31427) 

Do the health warnings make you feel scared? To what extent? 

1   Extremely scared 

2   Very scared 

3   Somewhat scared 

4   A little scared 

5   Not scared at all 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

078 WL31507 Do you think that cigarette packages should have more health information than they do now, less, or about the same 

amount as they do now? 

1   Less health information 

2   About the same 

3   More health information 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

079 WL31545 Would you support or oppose the government including pictures as part of the health warning on cigarette packs? 

1   Strongly support 

2   Support 

3   Neither support nor oppose 

4   Oppose 

5   Strongly oppose 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

  ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGNS 

080 AD31701 In the last 6 months, have you ever seen advertising or information that talks about the harmfulness of smoking, or 

encourages quitting? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

081a AD31711 Note: “No smoking” signs don’t count. We are only interested in posters or billboards that talk about the harmfulness of 

smoking, or encourage quitting. 

In the last 6 months, have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the harmfulness of smoking, or encourages 

quitting in any of the following places? 

On television? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't watch TV/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081b AD31716 On radio? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't listen to radio/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081c AD31725 On posters? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't see any posters/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081d AD31726 On billboards? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't see any billboards/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081e AD31731 In newspapers or magazines? 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't read any newspapers or magazines/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081f AD31736 On [shop/ store] windows or inside shopping centres where you buy tobacco? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't go to shops or shopping centres/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081g AD31712 On or around street vendors? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't go/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081h AD31713 Over the Internet? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't use the internet/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081i AD31714 In your workplace? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Have no job/Don't know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081j AD31717 On public transportation vehicles or stations? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't use public transportation/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081k AD31718 In restaurants, coffee shops or tea bars? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't go/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

081l AD31719 In discos, karaoke lounges, or other entertainment venues? 

081m AD31741 

(Prev. 

AD31720) 

On cigarette packs? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't see cigarette packs/ Don't know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

082 SO31120 In the last 6 months, how often have you noticed signs where tobacco is sold, that forbid tobacco sales to minors? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 

3   Often 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

083 SO31125 In the last 6 months, how often have you noticed minors buying cigarettes? 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 
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3   Often 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

084 AD31629 Do you support complete bans on displays of cigarettes inside shops and shopping centres? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   A lot 

4   Indifferent 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

085 AD31032 In the last 6 months, have you seen advertising or information that talks about the harmfulness of secondhand smoke or 

encourages not smoking in public places? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 087/AD161. 

086 AD31080 Interviewer Note: Please ask the respondent to recall all the names or themes of campaign and record the answer on the line 

provide below. 

What is the name or theme of any campaigns you have seen about the harmfulness of secondhand smoke? 

  

______________________________________________________________________ 

087 AD31161 Do you think that tobacco control campaigns, in all forms, have made an impact on society? 

1   No, not at all 

2   Yes, a little 

3   Yes, a lot 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

088 AD31162 As a whole, has this advertising made you more or less likely to quit smoking or has it made no difference? 

1   More likely to quit smoking 

2   Less likely to quit smoking 

3   Made no difference 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

  TOBACCO PROMOTION 

089 AD31201 Interviewer Note: It doesn't have to be advertising. Anything that promotes smoking can count. 

In the last 6 months, how often have you noticed things that are designed to encourage smoking or which make you think 

about smoking? (things like advertising and pictures of smoking, television or movies etc.) 

1   Never 

2   Once in a while 
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3   Often 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

090a AD31206x 

(Prev. 

AD31206) 

In the last 6 months, have you noticed any direct or indirect tobacco product advertisements in any of the following places? 

On television? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't watch TV/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090b AD31211x 

(Prev. 

AD31211) 

On radio? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't listen to radio/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090c AD31219x 

(Prev. 

AD31219) 

On posters? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't see any posters/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090d AD31221x 

(Prev. 

AD31221) 

On billboards? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't see any billboards/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090e AD31226x 

(Prev. 

AD31226) 

In newspapers or magazines? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't read any newspapers or magazines/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090f AD31231x 

(Prev. 

AD31231) 

On [shop/ store] windows or inside shopping centres where you buy tobacco? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't go to shops or shopping centres/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090g AD31233x 

(Prev. 

AD31233) 

On or around street vendors? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't go/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090h AD31208x 

(Prev. 

AD31208) 

Over the Internet? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't use the internet/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090i AD31209x 

(Prev. 

AD31209) 

In the workplace? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Have no job/Don't know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 
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090j AD31210x 

(Prev. 

AD31210) 

On public transportation vehicles or stations? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't use public transportation/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090k AD31212x 

(Prev. 

AD31212) 

In restaurants, coffee shops or tea bars? 

 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Didn't go/Don't Know (Don't read out)   (Don't read) 

090l AD31213x 

(Prev. 

AD31213) 

In discos, karaoke lounges, or other entertainment venues? 

091 AD31627 Do you support complete bans on tobacco advertisements inside shops and shopping centres? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   A lot 

4   Neither support nor oppose 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

092 AD31289 Do you support a total ban on outdoor tobacco promotion, such as posters, billboards and banners? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   A lot 

4   Neither support nor oppose 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

093 AD31351 

(Prev. 

AD31352) 

In the last 6 months, have you seen or heard about any sport or sporting event that is sponsored by either cigarette brands 

or tobacco companies? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

094 AD31355 

(Prev. 

AD31356) 

In the last 6 months, have you seen or heard about any music, theatre, art, or fashion events that are sponsored by either 

cigarette brands or tobacco companies? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

095 AD31358 In the last 6 months, have you seen or heard about any charity activities such as the Hope project and activities of devoting 

money to education, that are sponsored by either cigarette brands or tobacco companies? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

096a AD31401 In the last 6 months, have you noticed (seen) any of the following types of tobacco promotion? 

Free samples of cigarettes? 

1  Yes 

2  No 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

096b AD31411 Special price offers for cigarettes? 

096c AD31421 Free gifts or special discount offers on other products when buying cigarettes? 

096d AD31501 Clothing or other items with a cigarette brand name or logo? 

096e AD31511 Competitions linked to tobacco company sponsorship? 

097 AD31601 Now thinking about news stories relating to smoking or tobacco companies that might have been on TV, radio, or in the 

newspapers. In the last 6 months, about how often have you seen or heard a news story about smoking? 

1  Never 

2   Once in a while 

3  Often 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

098 AD31611 In the last 6 months, about how often have you seen people smoking in the media such as in movies, TV programs or 

magazines? 

1  Never 

2  Once in a while 

3  Often 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

099 AD31613 In the last 6 months, about how often have you seen VIPs smoking in the newspaper or on TV? 

1  Never 

2  Once in a while 

3  Often 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 

STOP-SMOKING MEDICATIONS AND CESSATION SERVICES 

100 NR31101 Have you heard about medications to help people stop smoking, such as Nicotine Replacement Therapies like nicotine gum 

or the patch, or stop-smoking pills such as Zyban? 

1  Yes 

2  No 

8  Refused  (Don't read) 

9  Don't know  (Don't read) 
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If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 102/NR801. 

101a NR31112 Since we last talked to you, which medications or treatments have you used? 

Nicotine patch. 

1   Used over 12 months ago 

2   Used in last 12 months 

3   Used over 12 months ago and in the last 12 months 

4   Never used 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

101b NR31111 Nicotine gum. 

101c NR31117 Zyban or bupropion. 

101d NR31109 Acupuncture. 

101e NR31119 Other medication or treatment. 

101f NR31119o Specify other _________________________________________. 

102 NR31801 Since we last talked to you, have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

If response = 2 or 8, go to 106a/NR861. 

103a NR31811 During any visit to the doctor or other health professional since we last talked to you, did you receive . . . 

Advice on how to quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 104a/NR813. 

103b NR31812 Was it helpful to you? 

104a NR31813 During any visit to the doctor or other health professional since we last talked to you, did you receive . . . 

Additional help or a referral to another service to help you quit or stay quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response = 2, 8 or 9, go to 105a/NR817. 

104b NR31814 Was it helpful to you? 

105a NR31817 During any visit to the doctor or other health professional since we last talked to you, did you receive . . . 

Pamphlets or brochures on how to quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 
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9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response = 2, 8 or 9, go to 106a/NR861. 

105b NR31818 Was it helpful to you? 

106a NR31861 Since we last talked to you, have you received advice or information about quitting or staying quit from any of the following? 

Telephone or quit line services? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response = 2, 8 or 9, go to 107a/NR869. 

106b NR31863 Was it helpful to you? 

107a NR31869 Since we last talked to you, have you received advice or information about quitting or staying quit from any of the following? 

Local stop-smoking services (such as hospitals or clinics)? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 107c/CH854. 

107b NR31871 Was it helpful to you? 

107c CH31854 Suppose you could visit a clinic that provided information about smoking and advice about how to quit successfully. . . 

How likely would you be to visit such a clinic? 

1   Definitely visit 

2   Probably visit 

3   Might or might not visit 

4   Probably not visit 

5   Definitely not visit 

108 HG31004 Interviewer Note: Say this to respondent—“We have a few more sections. Thank you for staying in this survey. The 

information you are providing is very valuable and important.” 

  ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE 

109 ET31221 Which of the following best describes smoking inside your home? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 111/ET521. 

110 ET31220 Are you intending to make your home totally smoke-free within the next year? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

111 ET31521 Do you know your city’s regulations about smoking in restaurants? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in designated indoor areas 

3   Smoking is allowed only in designated indoor areas, if a restaurant is above a certain size 

4   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

112 ET31531 In the last 6 months, have you visited a restaurant in your city? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 120/ET421. 

113 ET31540 Interviewer Note: The rest of the restaurant questions refer to THIS particular last visit to a restaurant in their city. If there is 

any doubt, please remind the respondent as necessary 

The last time you visited a restaurant in your city, what was the no-smoking rule? 

1   Smoking was not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking was allowed only in designated indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=1, 3, 8, or 9, go to 118/ET514. 

114 ET31244 The last time you visited a restaurant in your city, did you sit in a designated smoking area or a non-smoking area? 

1   Designated smoking area 

2   Non-smoking area 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

115 ET31512 

(Prev. 

ET31534a) 

The rest of the restaurant questions refer to this LAST visit to a restaurant in your city. 

On this last visit, did you see people smoking inside? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 120/ET421. 

116 ET31242 Were people smoking indoors, OUTSIDE the designated smoking area? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 
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If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 120/ET421. 

117 ET31513 

(Prev. 

ET31443a) 

How did the staff respond to their smoking in the non-smoking area? 

1   The staff saw them smoking and allowed them to continue 

2   The staff saw them smoking and asked them to stop 

3   The staff did not see them smoking 

4   I don't know whether the staff saw them smoking 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

Go to 120/ET421. 

118 ET31514 

(Prev. 

ET31534b) 

Interviewer Note: Answer 119/ET515 if the last visit to the restaurant has a “No-indoor smoking” rule (113/ET540=1). If not, go 

to questions 120/ET421. 

On this last visit, did you see people smoking inside? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 120/ET421. 

119 ET31515 

(Prev. 

ET31443b) 

How did the staff respond to their smoking? 

1   The staff saw them smoking and allowed them to continue 

2   The staff saw them smoking and asked them to stop 

3   The staff did not see them smoking 

4   I don't know whether the staff saw them smoking 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

120 ET31421 Do you know your city’s regulations about smoking in bars? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in designated indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

121 ET31431 In the last 6 months, have you visited a bar in your city? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 129/ET674. 

122 ET31565 The rest of the bar questions refer to YOUR LAST visit to a bar in your city. 

The last time you visited a bar in your city, what was the no-smoking rule? 

1   Smoking was not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking was allowed only in designated indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=1, 3, 8 or 9, go to 127/ET429. 

123 ET31247 The last time you visited a bar in your city, did you sit in a designated smoking area or a non-smoking area? 

1   Designated smoking area 

2   Non-smoking area 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

124 ET31427 

(Prev. 

ET31434a, 

ET31434a, 

ET31434a) 

On this last visit, did you see people smoking inside? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 129/ET674. 

125 ET31245 Were people smoking indoors, OUTSIDE the designated smoking area? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 129/ET674. 

126 ET31428 

(Prev. 

ET31246b) 

How did the staff respond to their smoking in the non-smoking area? 

1   The staff saw them smoking and allowed them to continue 

2   The staff saw them smoking and asked them to stop 

3   The staff did not see them smoking 

4   I don't know whether the staff saw them smoking 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

Go to 129/ET674. 

127 ET31429 

(Prev. 

ET31434b) 

On this last visit, did you see people smoking inside? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 129/ET674. 

128 ET31430 

(Prev. 

ET31246a) 

Interviewer Note: Answer 128/ET430 if the last visit to the restaurant has a “No-indoor smoking” rule (122/ET565=1). If not, go 

to questions 129/ET674. 

How did the staff respond to their smoking? 

1   The staff saw them smoking and allowed them to continue 

2   The staff saw them smoking and asked them to stop 

3   The staff did not see them smoking 

4   I don't know whether the staff saw them smoking 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

129 ET31674 Do you know what the no-smoking law is for indoor workplaces in your city? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in designated indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

130 ET31601 Interviewer Note: If participant works at home, please choose 2. 

Are you currently employed? 

1   Yes 

2   No/working from home 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8, or 9, go to 137/ET670. 

131 ET31603 Interviewer Note: If participant works at home, please choose 2. 

Do you usually work inside a building? 

1   Yes 

2   No/working from home 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8, or 9, go to 137/ET670. 

132 ET31566 The rest of the workplace questions refer to where YOU work. 

What is the no-smoking rule in your workplace? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in designated indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

133 ET31634 In the last 6 months, have people smoked in indoor areas where you work (i.e. in the indoor areas of your workplace 

building, NOT in your office)? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

134 ET31654 Ask if 132/ET566=2. 

Answer 134/ET654 if the workplace has a “Smoking is allowed only in designated indoor areas” rule (132/ET31566=2). If not, 

go to questions 135/ET31655. 

At any time in the last 30 days, were people smoking indoors, OUTSIDE the designated smoking area? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

135 ET31655 Could you smell cigarette smoke from your workstation (where you sit), at any time in the last 30 days? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

136 ET31625 In the last 6 months, have you smoked at your workplace? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

137 ET31670 Do you know your city’s regulation about smoking inside hospitals? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in designated indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

138 ET31656 In the last 6 months, have you visited a hospital in your city? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 143/ET543a. 

139 ET31567 The rest of the hospital questions refer to YOUR LAST visit to a hospital in your city. 

The last time you visited a hospital in your city, what was the no-smoking rule? 

1   Smoking was not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking was allowed only in designated indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

140 ET31657 On this last visit, did you see people smoking inside the hospital? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 142/ET659. 

141 ET31658 How did the staff respond to their smoking? 

1   The staff saw them smoking and allowed them to continue 

2   The staff saw them smoking and asked them to stop 

3   The staff did not see them smoking 
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4   I don't know whether the staff saw them smoking 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

142 ET31659 Could you smell cigarette smoke or see cigarette butts in the indoor areas of the hospital? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

143 ET31543a 

(Prev. 

ET31660) 

Do you know your city’s regulation about smoking in taxis? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any taxis 

2   Smoking is allowed only in some taxis 

3   No rules or restrictions 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

144 ET31548 In the last 6 months, have you taken a taxi in your city? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 148a/ET701. 

145 ET31550 

(Prev. 

ET31568) 

The rest of the taxi questions refer to YOUR LAST taxi ride in your city. 

The last time you rode in a taxi in your city, what was the no-smoking rule? 

1   Smoking was not allowed in the taxi 

2   Smoking was allowed in the taxi 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

146 ET31546 The last time you rode in a taxi in your city, were there people smoking inside the taxi? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

147 ET31549 Could you smell cigarette smoke or see cigarette butts inside the taxi? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

148a ET31701 For each of the following public places, what do you thnk the smoking rules should be? 

Hospitals? 

1   Smoking should not be allowed in any indoor areas 

2   Smoking should be allowed only in some indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

148b ET31703 Workplaces? 

148c ET31707 

(Prev. 

ET31708) 

Restaurants? 

148d ET31699 

(Prev. 

ET31712) 

Schools? 

148e ET31727 Government buildings? 

148f ET31705 Bars? 

148g ET31744 Taxis? 

1   Smoking should not be allowed in any taxis 

2   Smoking should be allowed only in some taxis 

3   No rules or restrictions 

149 ET31889 Overall, would you say that a ban on smoking in restaurants and other enclosed public places would be good or bad? 

1   Very good 

2   Good 

3   Neither good nor bad 

4   Bad 

5   Very bad 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

  ALTERNATIVE TOBACCO PRODUCTS 

150 ST31333 Have you ever heard of "electronic cigarettes", that is, devices that are like cigarettes but use heat, not burning? For 

example, Ruyan, Jueshi. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 158/NR530. 

151 ST31335 Have you ever bought an electronic cigarette? 

1   Yes, for my own use 

2   Yes, as gifts for others 

3   Yes, for my own use AND gifts for others 

4   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

152 ST31347 Have you ever received an electronic cigarette from others? 
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1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

153 ST31348 Have you ever used an electronic cigarette? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 157/ST378. 

154 ST31336 Do you currently use an electronic cigarette daily, weekly, monthly, less than monthly or not at all? 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3   Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4   Less than monthly 

5   Not at all 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=5, 8 or 9, go to 156a/ST343. 

155a ST31350 What is the name of your device? 

1   Ruyan 

2   Jueshi 

3   Both Ruyan and Jueshi 

4   Other names 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

155b ST31350o Specify other _________________________________________. 

155c ST31454 Does your current e-cigarette contain nicotine? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

156a ST31343 Why do you smoke these electronic cigarettes? Please answer yes or no to the following questions. 

I like the taste. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

156b ST31339 It is unique. 

156c ST31346 To help me quit smoking cigarettes. 

156d ST31344 To cut down on the number of cigarettes I smoke. 
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156e ST31340 It was a gift from others. 

156f ST31342 It is less harmful to me. 

156g ST31341 It is less harmful to others around me. 

156h ST31389 Why do you smoke these electronic cigarettes? 

Replacing some of my regular cigarettes with e-cigarettes means I don’t have to give up smoking regular cigarettes 

altogether. 

157 ST31378 In your opinion, how harmful are electronic cigarettes, compared to regular cigarettes? 

Electronic cigarettes are . . . 

1   Much less harmful 

2   Less harmful 

3   About as harmful 

4   More harmful 

5   Much more harmful 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

158 NR31530 Have you ever heard of Chinese traditional medicine cigarettes or herbal cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=1, go to 159/NR535. 

Otherwise go to 163/ST301. 

159 NR31535 Have you ever tried Chinese traditional medicine cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=1, go to 160/NR541. 

Otherwise go to 162/NR547. 

160 NR31541 Do you currently use herbal cigarettes daily, weekly, monthly, less than monthly or not at all? 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3   Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4   Less than monthly 

5   Not at all 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

161a NR31521 Which of the following were reasons for your using herbal cigarettes? 

They may not be as bad for your health? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

161b NR31522 Ask if 160/NR541=1-4. 

They taste better. 

162 NR31547 Ask if 158/NR530=1. 

Do you think herbal cigarettes are more harmful than regular cigarettes, less harmful, or are they equally harmful to health? 

1   More harmful than regular cigarettes 

2   Equally harmful 

3   Less harmful than regular cigarettes 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

163 ST31301 In the last 30 days, have you used any other tobacco products besides cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

Interviewer Note: This does not include electronic cigarettes 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 165a/IN211. 

164a ST31311 In the last 30 days, have you used any of the following: 

Cigars. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

164b ST31317 Pipes. 

164c ST31319 Chewing tobacco. 

164d ST31321 Snuff. 

  TOBACCO INDUSTRY 

165a IN31211 Please tell me your opinion on each of the following statements. 

Tobacco companies should be allowed to advertise and promote cigarettes as they please. 

1   Strongly disagree 

2   Disagree 

3   Neither disagree nor agree 

4   Agree 

5   Strongly agree 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

165b IN31316 The government should do more to control smoking. 

165c IN31225 Tobacco companies do good things for the Chinese society. 
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  OPINIONS 

166a PS31220 

(Prev. 

PS31214) 

Please tell me your opinion on each of the following statements. 

You enjoy smoking a lot. 

1   Strongly disagree 

2   Disagree 

3   Neither disagree nor agree 

4   Agree 

5   Strongly agree 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

166b PS31213 

(Prev. 

PS31214) 

Cigarette smoke is harmful to non-smokers. 

166c PS31215 If you had to do it over again, you would not have started smoking. 

166d PS31219 You spend too much money on cigarettes. 

166e PS31225 Smoking helps you control your weight. 

166f PS31229 People who are important to you (i.e partners, children , friends) believe that you should not smoke. 

166g PS31244 

(Prev. 

PS31238) 

Smoking is a sign of maturity. 

166h PS31323 Smoking by men is acceptable. 

166i PS31325 Smoking by women is acceptable. 

166j PS31315 Everybody has got to die of something, so why not enjoy yourself and smoke. 

166k CH31879x 

(Prev. 

CH31879) 

Would you support or oppose a total ban on tobacco products within 10 years, if the government provided assistance such 

as cessation clinics to help smokers quit? 

1   Strongly support 

2   Support 

3   Indifferent 

4   Oppose 

5   Strongly oppose 

167 PR31311 To what extent has smoking damaged your health? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   Very much 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

168 PR31313 How worried are you that smoking WILL damage your health in the future? 

1   Not at all 
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2   A little 

3   Very much 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

169 PR31220 If you continue to smoke as much as you do now, compared to a non-smoker, what are the chances that you will get a 

smoking-related disease? 

1   Much more likely 

2   Somewhat more likely 

3   A little more likely 

4   Just as likely 

5   Less likely 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

170 PS31234 What is Chinese society's attitude toward smoking? 

1   Chinese society approves of smoking 

2   Chinese society disapproves of smoking 

3   Chinese society neither approves nor disapproves of smoking 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

171 DI31240 Since we last talked to you, have any of your close friends or acquaintances quit smoking completely? 

1   Yes, 1 friend 

2   Yes, more than 1 friend 

3   No, none 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

172 DI31241 Interviewer Note:  Don't read out the response options.  Just circle their response 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances (not including family members) that you spend time with on a regular basis, how 

many of them are smokers? 

1   1 

2   2 

3   3 

4   4 

5   5 

6   None 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

173 DI31301 What is your overall opinion of smoking? 

1   Very good 

2   Good 

3   Neither good nor bad 

4   Bad 

5   Very bad 
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8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

174 DI31251 Are you concerned that, because you smoke, minors around you are more likely to smoke? 

1   No, not at all 

2   Yes, a little 

3   Yes, a lot 

4   There are no minors around me regularly 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

175a DI31211 Now we are going to ask you several questions about your attitudes toward life, which are not related to smoking.  

 

We understand that these questions are difficult to answer but please do your best. There are no right or wrong answers to 

them. 

 

Please tell me whether you strongly disagree, disagree, neither disagree nor agree, or strongly agree with each of the following 

statements. 

You often think that what you do today will affect your life in the future. 

1   Strongly disagree 

2   Disagree 

3   Neither disagree nor agree 

4   Agree 

5   Strongly agree 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

175b DI31421 Before you make a decision, you like to talk to close friends and get their ideas. 

175c DI31422 You would give up an activity you really enjoy if your family did not approve. 

175d DI31423 You enjoy being different from others. 

175e DI31424 It annoys you when other people do better than you at something. 

176 PR31101 Now a question about your overall health. In general, how would you describe your health?  Is it . . . 

1   Poor 

2   -- no label 

3   -- no label 

4   -- no label 

5   Excellent 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

Interviewer Note: Use whole numbers only. Do not use decimal points. 

177a PR31105 What is your weight in kilograms? 

__________   kilograms 

888   Refused   (Don't read) 

999   Don't Know   (Don't read) 
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Interviewer Note: Please record in kilograms. If participants answer using other units, please change it back to kilograms. 

177b PR31107 What is your height in centimeters? 

__________   centimeters 

Interviewer Note: Please record in centimeters. If participants answer using meters, please change it back to centimeters. 

178 PR31110 We would now like to ask you two questions about physical activity.  

For the first question, we would like to ask only about your leisure time physical activity. 

In the past 7 days, on how many days did you play a sport, exercise, walk quickly, run, or cycle for 30 minutes or more at a 

level vigorous enough to raise your breathing rate? Please count only leisure time physical activity; please do NOT include 

physical activity that you do as part of your job or house work. 

__________   days 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

Record number of days between 0 and 7 in whole numbers. 

179 PR31112 Now we would like to ask only about your work-related or home-related physical activity. 

In the past 7 days, on how many days did you engage in physical activity as part of your job or house work for 30 minutes 

or more at a level vigorous enough to raise your breathing rate? Please count only physical activity as part of your job or 

house work; please do NOT include leisure time physical activity such as sports. 

__________   days 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

Record number of days between 0 and 7 in whole numbers. 

180a DI31441 Please tell me how often you have felt the following ways during the past 7 days. 

I did not feel like eating; my appetite was poor. 

1   Rarely or none of the time (less than 1 day) 

2   Some or a little of the time (1-2 days) 

3   Occasionally or a moderate amount of time (3-4 days) 

4   Most or all of the time (5-7 days) 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

180b DI31442 I felt hopeful about the future. 

180c DI31443 I felt very sad. 

180d DI31444 I felt that people dislike me. 

  DEMOGRAPHICS 

181 DE31111 What is your marital status? 

1   Married or living together 

2   Divorced or separated 

3   Widowed 

4   Single 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 
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If response = 2, 3, 4 or 8, go to 186/DE233. 

182 DI31245 Does your partner or spouse smoke? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 186/DE233. 

183 DI31248 Do you think your spouse or partner wants you to quit smoking? 

1   Yes, a lot 

2   Yes, somewhat 

3   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

184 DI31247 Did your spouse or partner used to smoke but quit recently? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

9   Don't know   (Don't read) 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 186/DE233. 

185 DI31249 When did your spouse or partner quit? 

Interviewer note: The respondents may give a specific date or a more vague timeline (6 months ago).  Record whatever the 

respondent says. 

186 DE31233 What is your usual occupation? 

01   Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fishery and water conservation employees 

02   Operators of production or transportation equipment and related personnel 

03   Businessmen or service industry employees 

04   Leaders of governments, Chinese Communist party organizations, companies or institutions 

05   Clerks 

06   Specialized technicians 

07   Soldiers 

08   Other occupations 

09   Students 

10   No job 

11   Retired 

88   Refused   (Don't read) 

187 DE31311 Interviewer note:  DO NOT read out response options. 

What is your highest education? 

1   No education 

2   Elementary school 

3   Junior high school 

4   High school, technical high school 
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5   College 

6   University or higher 

8   Refused   (Don't read) 

188 DE31211 In the last 12 months, on average, how much was the total income per month of your household? 

  

__________ Yuan 

 

88888   Refused   (Don't read) 

99999   Don't Know   (Don't read) 

189 PR31222 If a smoker got a smoking-related disease, such as lung cancer, heart disease, or emphysema, how much shorter, if at all, 

do you think his/her life would be? Estimate the number of years of life that the smoker would lose, or say 'zero' if you think 

his/her life would be no shorter. 

 

______________ years 

190 AI31101 Wrap up:  Thanks for the cooperation and remind the subject about the follow-up in one year.  A thank you gift. 

191 AI31543 Interviewers' overall judgment about the interview. 

1   Reliable 

2   Somewhat reliable 

3   With some errors 

4   With a lot of errors 

192 AI31606 

(Prev. 

BK31125) 

End time. 
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By 

Authorization Reasoning Source 

BQ31218 BQ31215 26-Sep-2013 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L., Anne C.K.Q. BQ215 (in CN and IN-p) about family disapproval was changed to 
BQ218 to  will leave BQ215 for family (and friends) worrying 
wordings. 

 

QA31108 QA31106 10-Oct-2013 CN5-CS Michelle 
M 

Ruth Loewen The questions are worded for recontact and should have QA108 
varname (QA106 varname is for replenishement / 'ever' wording) 

 

BR31656 BR31636 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q. Three of the varnames for ‘reasons for 2nd brand’ were also used in 
other countries for different meaning.  Therefore I’m changing all of 
them to a completely unused series of variables names: BR65* 

 

BR31652 BR31632 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Three of the varnames for ‘reasons for 2nd brand’ were also used in 
other countries for different meaning.  Therefore I’m changing all of 
them to a completely unused series of variables names: BR65* 

 

BR31653 BR31633 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Three of the varnames for ‘reasons for 2nd brand’ were also used in 
other countries for different meaning.  Therefore I’m changing all of 
them to a completely unused series of variables names: BR65* 

 

BR31654 BR31634 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Three of the varnames for ‘reasons for 2nd brand’ were also used in 
other countries for different meaning.  Therefore I’m changing all of 
them to a completely unused series of variables names: BR65* 

 

BR31655 BR31635 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Three of the varnames for ‘reasons for 2nd brand’ were also used in 
other countries for different meaning.  Therefore I’m changing all of 
them to a completely unused series of variables names: BR65* 

 

BR31658 BR31638 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Three of the varnames for ‘reasons for 2nd brand’ were also used in 
other countries for different meaning.  Therefore I’m changing all of 
them to a completely unused series of variables names: BR65* 

 

BR31636 BR31611 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q BR636 is used by most countries (100s of surveys) to mean ‘Reason 
for choosing usual brand: taste’. 
ALSO, Other countries use BR611 to mean ‘Reason for choosing usual 
brand: tar & nicotine levels’. 

 

BR31622 BR31616 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q BR622 is used by all other countries for ‘Reason for choosing usual 
brand: package design’ 

 

BR31616 BR31613 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q BR616 is used by all other countries for ‘Reason for choosing usual 
brand: less harmful to health’. 

 

BR31626 BR31614 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q BR626 is used by all other countries for ‘Reason for choosing usual  
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brand: price/cost’ 

BR31271 BR31711 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31271o BR31711o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31272o BR31712o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31273 BR31713 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31273o BR31713o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31274o BR31714o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31261 BR31661 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31261o BR31661o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31262o BR31662o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31263 BR31663 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
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2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

BR31263o BR31663o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31201 BR31301 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31201o BR31301o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31202o BR31302o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31203 BR31303 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31203o BR31303o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31204o BR31304o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countries' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

BR31264o BR31664o 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Parts of all 3 CN brand series conflict with other countres' varnames.  
It's easier for everyone if the entire system for the brand names (1st, 
2nd, LP) changes.  The numbering of each series matches, except 
for the 2nd last digit. 

 

AD31351 AD31352 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q AD351 is used by many countries for exactly this question – i.e. 
HEARD about sponsored sporting event.  AD352 is used by IES for 
‘ATTENDING sponsored sporting event’. 

 

AD31355 AD31356 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q AD355 is used by many countries for exactly this question – i.e. 
HEARD about sponsored cultural event.  AD356 is used by IES for 
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‘ATTENDING sponsored cultural event’. 

BQ31212 BQ31211 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q BQ211 is used by most countries to refer to ‘smoking restrictions at 
work’ (no other public places).   
BQ212 is used for ‘smoking restrictions in public places (sometimes 
specified public places) and at work’, which is more appropriate for 
this question. 

 

ET31707 ET31708 19-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q In CN1, this question included bars too, but from CN2 onwards, it was 
restaurants only, so should have the standard varname for 
restaurants. 

 

KN31235 KN31245 22-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q KN245 is for smoking causes miscarriage.  This question is about 
pregnant women who are not smoking themselves but exposed to 
others’ smoke.  So it needs its own new varname. 

 

PS31213 PS31214 01-Apr-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Lorraine C said it would be safer 
and simpler to have one varname 
instead of both PS213 and PS214 
for the generic (not YOUR) 
wording. 

PS208,PS213, and PS214 were all being used for a mix of two 
wordings: 'cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers' and 'YOUR 
cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers'.  PS208 was retained 
for the 'YOUR smoke' version, because there was documentation of 
that intention.  PS213 was retained for the generic 'smoke is…' 
version, and PS214 was deleted entirely. 

 

AD31219 AD31220 01-Nov-2007 CN5-CS   Unknown Changed to make varNames and meanings consistent with other 
surveys. 

 

AD31741 AD31720 15-Oct-2010 CN5-CS   Unknown Changed to be consistent with other countries and other CN surveys  

AI31606 BK31125 01-Jul-2008 CN5-CS   Unknown BK31125 until BK vars were renamed to BI and AI, July 2008  

BR31340 BR31327 09-Jun-2015 CN5-CS Michelle 
M 

Ruth L China's question is Yes/No for Menthol flavour only, which differs 
from other uses of BR327 (asking which flavour - menthol or others 
specified), so China has been given a different VarName. 

 

ET31543a ET31660 28-Sep-2015 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. VarName changed so that the taxi questions would fall in with the 
public transportation questions where they belong. 

 

ET31550 ET31568 28-Sep-2015 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. VarName changed so that the taxi questions would fall in with the 
public transportation questions where they belong. 

 

PS31214 PS31220 15-Dec-2015 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. When the Chinese text was checked it was discovered that the 
English translation had omitted ‘a lot’. Since in all other counties 
PS220 is used for 'do you enjoy smoking' and PS214 is used for 'do 
you enjoy smoking a lot', the VarName for CN needed to be changed 
for proper comparability with the other countries. 

 

CH31879x CH31879 15-Jan-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In CN5-CS only, the response set has one extra response option 
between 'Support' and 'Oppose'. An 'x' was added to the VarName to 
flag this difference. 

 

WL31429 WL31427 29-Jan-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. Translation checking showed that the fieldwork survey used 'scared' 
and not 'worried' in the response options. WL427 is the VarName for 
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'worried'. (This change may also be made for CN3 once translation 
checking is complete for W3.) 

LM31226 LM31225 09-May-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. VarName was changed for CN3-5 because the question here is 
significantly different from the question in W2 (it’s more leading, and 
the direction and number of responses are different). The W2 version 
is the version that matches all the other ITC countries so we changed 
W3-5 and left W2. 

 

ET31427 ET31434a 14-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

 

ET31427 ET31434a 14-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J    

ET31427 ET31434a 15-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

 

ET31428 ET31246b 15-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

 

ET31429 ET31434b 15-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

 

ET31430 ET31246a 15-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

 

ET31512 ET31534a 15-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

 

ET31513 ET31443a 15-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

 

ET31514 ET31534b 15-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
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are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

ET31515 ET31443b 15-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. In W4 and W5 of CN, two ETS questions for each of restaurants and 
bars were split into with-DSA and no-DSA versions.  The 2 versions 
were temporarily assigned ‘a’ and ‘b’ but now permanent varnames 
are being assigned to make everything clearer. 

 

BQ31204 BQ31209 16-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. The original wording of BQ209 was ‘the price of cigarettes’, but China 
translated this much more broadly as ‘economic reasons’.  China’s 
wording could easily include the price of gas, the cost of heating your 
home, etc., which are usually covered by BQ216, cost of essentials.  
Therefore a completely new variable name was assigned to China’s 
wording. 

 

WL57429 WL57427  CN5-CS   Undocumented Surveys documented later (16Jun2016) by Ruth, in the context of 
working with Shelly and Mi on W1-5 CN data checks and dataset 
Release Notes. 

 

WL31428 WL31426 20-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. CN3 asks if WL are 'realistic' (WL426) where CN4-5 ask if WL are 
'believable', which already has the VarName WL428. CN3-CS and PS 
use the response set for ‘realistic’ even though they ask about 
‘believable’ so they were left as WL426 (‘realistic’). 

 

AD31206x AD31206 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31208x AD31208 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

PU31650 PU31621 22-Jun-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L The original wording for this question, used in other countries, is ‘In 
the last 6 months, have you spent money on cigarettes that you 
knew would be better spent on household essentials like food?’ 
China used a wording that means something more like ‘In the last 6 
months, have you spent money on cigarettes that you knew would 
be spent on household essentials like food?”  i.e. China omitted 
‘better’ in ‘would be better spent’, which changes the meaning a 
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little.  Therefore China’s question has been renamed PU650. 

AD31209x AD31209 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31210x AD31210 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31211x AD31211 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31212x AD31212 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31213x AD31213 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31219x AD31219 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
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would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

AD31221x AD31221 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31226x AD31226 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31231x AD31231 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

AD31233x AD31233 08-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L In W5 the wording was changed from ‘have you noticed any tobacco 
product advertisements …’ to ‘have you noticed any direct or indirect 
tobacco product advertisements’. The later wording is broader and 
would include a much wider range of messages and images, such as 
event sponsorship; logos on signs or clothing.  Therefore, for W5 
the varnames have an ‘x’ added (AD206x, etc), to indicate that the 
data are not directly comparable to W1-4. 

 

PS31238 PS31244 22-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. This question is generally "smoking cigarettes is a sign of 
sophistication." In all CN surveys, this question is better translated 
"smoking cigarettes is a sign of maturity". This VarName is only used 
in China so all CN instances were changed for consistency and to 
avoid confusion. 

 

ET31699 ET31712 03-Jun-2013 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. ET31712 (Shelly Jordan, 2013 Jun 03) Changed bec. ET712 already 
had another meaning in MY, TH, and UY 
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BR31651 BR31631 16-Jan-2015 CN5-CS Ruth L Anne Q Three of the varnames for 'reasons for 2nd brand' were also used in 
other countries for different meaning. Therefore I'm changing all of 
them to a completely unused series of variables  names: BR65*CN1 

SO31211o SO31212o 22-Jul-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L. SO212 was changed to SO211 in China a while back but its follow-up 
('other') question got missed in the original change. This change 
brings the follow-up question into line with its main question. 

PS31244 PS31238 17-Aug-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L The wording of the question changed at W3, from ‘smoking is a sign 
of maturity’ to ‘smoking is a sign of good taste’, so the variable name 
has been changed for W3-5 to PS244.  In other countries PS244 is 
worded ‘smoking is a sign of sophistication’, which is considered to 
have a comparable meaning. 

PS31220 PS31214 17-Aug-2016 CN5-CS Shelly J Ruth L Waves 1 and 2 had the standard question, you enjoy smoking too 
much to give it up.  W3-5 changed to ‘You enjoy smoking a lot’. 
This latter question has the variable name PS220 rather than PS214, 
which is used in other countries, because most countries do not have 
the addition of ‘a lot’. 


